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Abstract

Aerosol particles undergo physical and chemical changes during cloud processes. In this work, we quantified the changes in

aerosol mixing state using a particle-resolved model. To this end, we coupled the particle-resolved aerosol model PartMC-

MOSAIC with the aqueous chemistry module CAPRAM 2.4 and designed cloud parcel simulations that mimicked several cloud

cycles that a particle population may be exposed to in an urban environment. Aqueous-phase chemistry during these cloud

cycles affected aerosol mixing state and the particles’ potential to act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) significantly, with

the largest differences after the first cloud cycle. The mean size and total dry mass of the population increased by 24% and

219%, respectively, after the first cycle, while the increments were only 5% and 38% after the fourth cycle. The formation of

ammonium sulfate and nitrate were responsible for those changes. Cloud processing increased the internally mixed state of all

particle populations, with the mixing state index increasing from 50 to 83 percentage points after four cloud cycles. The CCN

concentrations for supersaturations lower than 0.23% increased. For example, for supersaturation levels of 0.02%, the CCN

concentration increased from 25 to 547 cm-3. Brownian coagulation led to an increase of the CCN/CN ratio for supersaturation

levels higher than 0.2%. The ratio increased by 4.1% at the supersaturation level 0.5%. Total number concentration and CCN

concentration decreased by 5.9% and 1.7%, respectively, when Brownian coagulation is considered. These findings highlight the

complex influence of cloud processing on particle properties.
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Abstract14

Aerosol particles undergo physical and chemical changes during cloud processes. In this15

work, we quantified the changes in aerosol mixing state using a particle-resolved model.16

To this end, we coupled the particle-resolved aerosol model PartMC-MOSAIC with the17

aqueous chemistry module CAPRAM 2.4 and designed cloud parcel simulations that mim-18

icked several cloud cycles that a particle population may be exposed to in an urban en-19

vironment. Aqueous-phase chemistry during these cloud cycles affected aerosol mixing20

state and the particles’ potential to act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) significantly,21

with the largest differences after the first cloud cycle. The mean size and total dry mass22

of the population increased by 24% and 219%, respectively, after the first cycle, while23

the increments were only 5% and 38% after the fourth cycle. The formation of ammo-24

nium sulfate and nitrate were responsible for those changes. Cloud processing increased25

the internally mixed state of all particle populations, with the mixing state index χ in-26

creasing from 50 to 83 percentage points after four cloud cycles. The CCN concentra-27

tions for supersaturations lower than 0.23% increased. For example, for supersaturation28

levels of 0.02%, the CCN concentration increased from 25 to 547 cm−3. Brownian co-29

agulation led to an increase of the CCN/CN ratio for supersaturation levels higher than30

0.2%. The ratio increased by 4.1% at the supersaturation level 0.5%. Total number con-31

centration and CCN concentration decreased by 5.9% and 1.7%, respectively, when Brow-32

nian coagulation is considered. These findings highlight the complex influence of cloud33

processing on particle properties.34

Plain Language Summary35

Every cloud droplet contains at least one aerosol nucleus. The composition and mass36

of this nucleus can be changed during a cloud’s lifetime by several chemical and phys-37

ical processes. Once the cloud evaporates, a modified aerosol population is released into38

the atmosphere compared to the population that formed the cloud, which may also have39

different impacts on climate. In this work, we used a particle-resolved process model to40

study the effects of cloud processing on aerosols within clouds. This modeling approach41

is suitable for this research because each particle is tracked individually, which allows42

us to quantify changes in particle composition without simplifying assumptions, such as43

averaging composition within predescribed size ranges. Because of the formation of am-44

monium sulfate and nitrate in the cloud, particles that formed cloud droplets grew larger45

and were more likely to form cloud droplets in future cloud cycles. Overall, cloud pro-46

cessing by aqueous-phase chemistry produced aerosol populations where the particles look47

more similar to each other in composition.48

1 Introduction49

Atmospheric aerosol particles are complex mixtures of different chemical species50

reflecting the fact that they originate from different emission sources and experience var-51

ious aging processes in the atmosphere (Riemer et al., 2009; Li et al., 2011; Bondy et al.,52

2018; Healy et al., 2014; Rissler et al., 2014). Aging processes include processes in the53

cloud-free atmosphere such as coagulation, heterogeneous reactions on the particles’ sur-54

face, and the formation of coatings from organic and inorganic secondary aerosol. They55

also include processes in clouds (Lance et al., 2017) such as aqueous-phase chemistry within56

cloud droplets forming inorganic and organic aerosol material, and collision-coalescence57

of particles and droplets within a cloud. When clouds evaporate, aerosol populations are58

released into the atmosphere with modified properties compared to the populations that59

formed the cloud. This, in turn, changes the aerosols’ impacts on clouds in the next cloud60

cycle (Hoose et al., 2008), and therefore this process is important for 3D chemical trans-61

port models to include. At the same time it poses challenges to be represented in these62

models (Gao et al., 2016).63
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Specifically, in-cloud processes have been shown to result in the observed doubly64

peaked size distributions since material from the gas phase and from smaller particles65

is transferred to the accumulation mode size range (Hoppel et al., 1986; Noble & Hud-66

son, 2019). It has also been observed that cloud droplets of different sizes may differ in67

their acidity (Collett et al., 1994; Pye et al., 2020). This has important implications for68

the rates of aqueous-phase sulfate formation (Hoag et al., 1999), which may depend on69

pH, and this needs to be considered when representing these processes in cloud micro-70

physics models (Hegg & Larson, 1990; Barth, 2006). Because of the non-linearity of aque-71

ous chemistry processes, models predict larger rates of sulfate formation when using a72

more realistic size-resolved droplet representation compared to using a prescribed sin-73

gle droplet size.74

In this study, we not only considered the variation of aerosol (and cloud droplet)75

composition with size, but also the variation of composition within a narrow size range,76

commonly referred to as mixing state (Winkler, 1973; Riemer et al., 2019). Our goal in77

this study was to quantify the changes in aerosol mixing state due to in-cloud aqueous-78

phase chemistry and coagulation processes. Aerosol mixing state impacts the aerosols’79

effects on health (Ching & Kajino, 2018), their absorption and scattering of sunlight (Lesins80

et al., 2002; Fierce et al., 2020), and their ability to act as cloud condensation and ice81

nuclei (Broekhuizen et al., 2006; Bhattu & Tripathi, 2015; Knopf et al., 2018).82

Mixing state is, on the one hand, a factor in determining which particles activate83

and form cloud droplets, thereby determining cloud properties (Ching et al., 2012, 2016).84

On the other hand, mixing state can be modified by in-cloud processes. For example,85

observations using online single-particle mass spectrometry during the HCCT-2010 field86

campaign showed that cloud residuals contain more sulfate and nitrate compared to the87

below-cloud aerosol (Roth et al., 2016), resulting in a change of aerosol mixing state.88

Model simulations of aerosol mixing state are challenging, and particularly rare when89

it comes to simulating in-cloud processes. Regional or global models use simplified as-90

sumptions about aerosol activation and aerosol mass and size changes due to cloud pro-91

cessing, which are determined by the underlying model representation of aerosol and cloud92

droplets. For example, in the CMAQ model, which uses a modal aerosol representation,93

the sulfate mass produced by in-cloud chemistry is added to the entire accumulation mode94

(Ervens, 2015; Fahey et al., 2017). High-resolution cloud models typically use a size-resolved95

fixed-bin microphysical model (Flossmann, 1994; Feingold et al., 1996) and resolve aerosol96

particles and cloud droplets by separate distributions, thus internally mixing all same-97

sized particles or droplets. Similarly, accurate parcel models most frequently use a size-98

resolved moving-bin approach (Kreidenweis et al., 2003; Cooper et al., 1997), again los-99

ing aerosol history and composition information within each size bin. To preserve some100

composition information, 2D aerosol models have been used, resolving cloud droplet size101

and aerosol dry volume (Bott et al., 1996; Ovchinnikov & Easter, 2010). However, in-102

creasing the dimension beyond 2D to treat composition variation of the aerosol in more103

detail would be computationally prohibitively expensive. Lagrangian cloud microphysics104

models have also been developed that can track information on a droplet level (Shima105

et al., 2009; Andrejczuk et al., 2008; Grabowski et al., 2019; Sölch & Kärcher, 2010; Un-106

terstrasser & Sölch, 2014; Jaruga & Pawlowska, 2018). However, their focus has been107

the study of cloud microphysics rather than the modification of aerosol composition. While108

Jaruga and Pawlowska (2018) consider some aqueous-phase chemistry processes, their109

representation of the aerosol is comparatively simple and questions about mixing state110

have not yet been addressed.111

For our study, we used the aerosol model PartMC-MOSAIC (Particle Monte Carlo-112

Model for Simulating Aerosol Interactions and Chemistry) (Riemer et al., 2009; Zaveri113

et al., 2008) as aerosol and cloud parcel model. This stochastic particle-resolved model114

explicitly resolves the composition of individual aerosol particles and cloud droplets in115

a given population. Since individual particles and droplets are explicitly tracked, there116
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is no need to invoke ad hoc aging criteria that move aerosol mass between bins or modes117

as is the case with traditional modal or sectional approaches (Riemer et al., 2003; Stier118

et al., 2005; Bauer et al., 2008; Jacobson, 2001). This modeling approach is therefore well-119

suited to simulate aerosol mixing state and investigate its impacts on climate-relevant120

aerosol properties.121

The model was described in Ching et al. (2012) and Ching et al. (2016) and had122

been used to simulate the mixing state evolution of black-carbon-containing aerosol in123

the cloud-free atmosphere, followed by a process analysis to what extent the aged aerosol124

is able to undergo nucleation-scavenging as the particles compete for water vapor in an125

updraft. However, these studies did not include the effects of aqueous-phase chemistry126

ocurring within the cloud droplets. This is the motivation for this study, where we ex-127

tended our modeling framework to include aqueous-phase chemistry within the cloud droplets128

that are forming on a divers population of particles, common to urban environments.129

We focus on the following questions: (1) To what extent does cloud processing change130

the aerosol mixing state of the population that entered the cloud? (2) How does this change131

the cloud condensation number concentration? (3) What is the role of coagulation be-132

tween the interstitial particles and cloud droplets for mixing state of the aerosol?133

Section 2 describes the model components, the scenario setup, and the mixing state134

metrics used in this study. Section 3 presents the analysis of the simulation results. Sec-135

tion 4 summarizes our results.136

2 Model description and metrics137

2.1 Stochastic particle-resolved module PartMC-MOSAIC138

Aerosol physical and chemical processes were simulated by the stochastic particle-139

resolved model PartMC-MOSAIC (Particle Monte Carlo-Model for Simulating Aerosol140

Interactions and Chemistry-Model for Simulating Aerosol Interactions and Chemistry,141

(Riemer et al., 2009; Zaveri et al., 2008)). The PartMC model simulates the evolution142

of per-particle composition of a large ensemble of computational particles in a well-mixed143

computational volume. In contrast to Lagrangian droplet models that have become pop-144

ular in the cloud microphysics community (Shima et al., 2009; Grabowski et al., 2019),145

we did not track the position of particles and droplets within the computational volume.146

The particle number concentration changes due to coagulation, emission and di-147

lution, which are simulated by using a stochastic Monte Carlo sampling method (Riemer148

et al., 2009). Gas-phase chemistry and gas-particle partitioning are represented by the149

aerosol chemistry model MOSAIC, which includes CBM-Z for gas-phase photochemical150

reactions (Zaveri, 1999), MTEM for estimating mean activity coefficient of an electrolyte151

in a inorganic multicomponent solution (Zaveri, Easter, & Peters, 2005) and MESA for152

intraparticle solid-liquid partitioning for inorganic aerosols (Zaveri, Easter, & Wexler,153

2005). The formation mechansim of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) in MOSAIC is based154

on SORGAM (Schell et al., 2001) with several parameters adjusted to bring the simu-155

lated values closer to observation (Zaveri et al., 2010). The model represents key aerosol156

species including sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, black carbon (BC), primary organic aerosol157

(POA) and several surrogate secondary organic aerosol (SOA) species. The coupled model158

PartMC-MOSAIC was applied in previous studies for simulating aerosol optical and CCN159

properties, black carbon aging time-scales and the black carbon absorption enhancement160

due to the coatings (Zaveri et al., 2010; Riemer et al., 2010; Fierce et al., 2017, 2020),161

focusing on mixing state evolution during cloud-free conditions. The model was also used162

for evaluating the impact of aerosol mixing state on cloud droplet formation (Ching et163

al., 2012, 2016), which will be explained in more detail in the next section.164
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2.2 Cloud parcel model and aqueous-phase chemistry165

Ching et al. (2012) described the details of the particle-resolved cloud parcel model,166

which simulates a population of aerosol particles that experience cooling at a prescribed167

cooling rate and subsequent growth due to the condensation of water vapor. The con-168

densational growth of the particles is calculated following Seinfeld et al. (2016). The driv-169

ing force of the growth is the difference between droplet equilibrium saturation vapor170

pressure and the ambient vapor pressure of the environment. The equilibrium satura-171

tion vapor pressure is calculated by Köhler theory, and the particle hygroscopicity is de-172

termined using the parameterization of aerosol hygroscopicity developed by Petters and173

Kreidenweis (2007). We currently do not represent any entrainment of cloud-free air into174

the cloud, surface tension effects on droplet growth (Mayol-Bracero et al., 2002), or the175

loss of droplets from the air parcel owing to sedimentation.176

The aim of this paper is to investigate impacts of in-cloud aqueous-phase chem-177

istry on aerosol mixing state. To this end, we coupled the reduced Chemical Aqueous178

Phase Radical Mechanism (CAPRAM) 2.4 to PartMC-MOSAIC. The reduced CAPRAM179

model includes 183 reactions (including Henry’s Law partitioning, dissociation reactions,180

photolysis reactions and other aqueous-phase reactions) and 113 species (Herrmann et181

al., 1999; Ervens, 2003). The mechanism treats the reactions of common radicals and182

radical anions, transition metal ions and organics with less than two carbon atoms. The183

CAPRAM mechanism was compared with measurements from the FEBUKO field cam-184

paign and Tilgner et al. (2005), and Wolke et al. (2005) showed that the simulation re-185

sults can reproduce the observational data well. While the aqueous-phase chemistry in-186

volving transition metal ions and organic species is of great interest (Harris et al., 2013;187

Alexander et al., 2009; Lian et al., 2019; McNeill, 2015; Smith et al., 2014), our scope188

for this initial study is the in-cloud production of sulfate. A subset of the most relevant189

Henry’s law, aqueous equilibria and chemistry reactions are summarised in Table 1.190

Table 1. Kinetic data for a subset of CAPRAM 2.4 reactions

Henry’s Law Reaction K298 (M atm−1) ∆H/R (K)

R1 NH3(g) −−→ NH3(aq) 60.7 3920
R2 H2O2(g) −−→ H2O2(aq) 1.02 ×105 6340
R3 O3(g) −−→ O3(aq) 1.14 ×10−2 2300
R4 NO2(g) −−→ NO2(aq) 1.2 ×10−2 1263
R5 SO2(g) −−→ SO2(aq) 1.24 3247

Aqueous equilibria Reaction Kforward
298 (M−n s−1) ∆H/R (K)

R6 SO2(aq) + H2O −−⇀↽−− HSO3
– + H+ 3.13 ×10−4 1940

R7 HSO3
– −−⇀↽−− SO3

2– + H+ 6.22 ×10−8 1960
R8 HNO3(g) −−⇀↽−− NO3

– + H+ 4.62 ×106 10500
R9 NO2(aq) + HO2(aq) −−⇀↽−− HNO4(aq) 2.2 ×109 4.6×10−3

R10 NH3(aq) + H2O −−⇀↽−− NH4
+ + OH– 3.17 ×10−7 −560

Aqueous chemistry Reaction K298 (M−n s−1) ∆H/R (K)

R11 HSO3
– + O3(aq) −−→ SO4

2– + H+ + O2(aq) 3.7 ×105 −5530
R12 SO3

2– + O3(aq) −−→ SO4
2– + O2(aq) 1.5 ×109 −5280

R13 HSO3
– + H2O2(aq) + H+ −−→ SO4

2– + 2 H+ + H2O 7.2 ×107 −4000
R14 H2O2(aq) + OH(aq) −−→ aHO2 + H2O 3.0 ×107 −1680
R15 HNO4(aq) + HSO3

– −−→ HSO4
– + H+ + NO3

– 3.3 ×105 0
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The original gas-phase chemistry mechanism Regional Atmospheric Chemistry Mod-191

eling (RACM) used in CAPRAM 2.4 was replaced with CBM-Z, which is the gas-phase192

mechanism native to PartMC-MOSAIC. In the current setting, aqueous chemistry, and193

the evaporation and condensation of gases (other than water vapor) to aqueous parti-194

cles are enabled for particles with liquid water mass larger than 5 × 10−16 kg, which cor-195

responds to solution droplets of 1 µm in diameter.196

We used the CVODE (Cohen et al., 1996) solver of the SUNDIALS (Hindmarsh197

et al., 2005) package to solve the mass transfer and aqueous chemistry of the CAPRAM198

2.4 reduced mechanism with the Backward Differentiation Formulas (BDF) and New-199

ton Iteration, which is suitable for mathematically stiff systems, such as those treating200

multi-phase chemistry. To reduce the stiffness of the system, the Henry’s Law partition-201

ing of the strong acids H2SO4, HCl, and HNO3 were combined with their first acid dis-202

sociation step.203

2.3 The scenario settings204

The scenario setting of this work followed the two-step method used in Ching et205

al. (2012). Step 1 represented the simulation of an “urban plume scenario” in a subsat-206

urated environment using PartMC-MOSAIC. The purpose of this step was to produce207

simulated aerosol populations that cover a wide range of mixing states. These were then208

used in step 2 as inputs for particle-resolved cloud parcel simulations.209

The urban plume case environment shown here was adopted from Zaveri et al. (2010),210

following a Lagrangian box modeling approach, where we assumed that the air parcel211

containing background air moved over a polluted urban environment. The initial con-212

dition of the aerosol consisted of two lognormal modes, with the number concentration,213

geometric mean diameter, standard deviation and composition for each mode as listed214

in Table 2. We used 10,000 computational particles to resolve the initial aerosol. Note215

that the number of computational particles changed over the course of the simulation216

depending on coagulation, particle emissions, and dilution with the background, but was217

kept between half and double the initial number of computational particles using dou-218

bling and halving procedures as described in Riemer et al. (2009).219

Gas-phase initial conditions were set to 50 pbb ozone and low levels of other trace220

gases. The plume was diluted with background air at a rate of 1.5×10−5 s−1 that con-221

tained the same gas mixing ratios and aerosol concentrations as the initial condition. The222

simulation started at 6AM local time and lasted for 24 h with gas and aerosol emission223

entering the simulation during the first 12 h. We use the term “plume time”, tu, to re-224

fer to the elapsed time during this 24-h simulation in cloud-free conditions. The tem-225

perature was prescribed as shown in Figure 1. For simplicity we assumed that the tem-226

perature remained constant after the first 6 h. This is consistent with the air parcel stay-227

ing in the fully mature mixed layer until sunset and in the residual layer thereafter. The228

resulting relative humidity varied between 52% and 95%, assuming that the total wa-229

ter content in the air parcel was constant.230

The aerosol emission sources and their compositions are also listed in Table 2. The231

full state, including gas-phase mixing ratios and composition of all computational par-232

ticles, was saved hourly to be used as input for the cloud parcel simulations in step 2.233

The mixing state of the aerosol in this simulation evolved because primary aerosol emis-234

sions aged owing to formation of secondary aerosol and to coagulation processes, while235

fresh emissions continued to enter during the first 12 hours of simulation. Overall, this236

scenario mimicked the evolution of an air parcel in a polluted urban area, and we sum-237

marized the results, including the mixing state evolution, in Section 3.1.238
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Figure 1. Temperature and relativity humidity time series in (a) urban plume environment

and (b) cloud parcel environment. The green dashed line in (b) is RH = 100%.

Table 2. Size distributions and compositions of the initial, background and emitted aerosols

Initial/Background N (cm−3) Dg (µm) σg Composition by mass Di

Aitken mode 1800 0.02 1.45 49.6% (NH4)2SO4 + 49.6% API1 + 0.8% BC 2.08
Accumulation mode 1500 0.116 1.65 49.6% (NH4)2SO4 + 49.6% API1 + 0.8% BC 2.08

Emission E (m−2s−1) Dg (µm) σg Composition by mass Di

Cooking 9×106 0.086 1.91 100% POA 1
Diesel 1.6×108 0.05 1.74 70% BC + 30% POA 1.84

Gasoline 5×107 0.05 1.74 20% BC + 80% POA 1.65

For step 2, the hourly output of the simulated aerosol and gas-phase mixing ratios239

were used as input for the cloud parcel simulations, using a prescribed cooling rate. The240

temperature decreased for the first 10 minutes at a rate of 0.25 K/min. It was kept con-241

stant for the next 10 minutes, and increased at the rate of 0.25 K/min for the last 10242

minutes. Hence one cloud cycle consisted of a total of 30 minutes, and we referred to the243

elapsed time within the cloud cycle as “cloud parcel time”, tc. The initial RH for the cloud244

parcel was 99 % and it reached supersaturation within less than 1 min. The parcel be-245

came subsaturated when the cloud began to evaporate at 20 minutes, and returned to246

RH=99% at the end of the simulation.247

Since it is common for air parcels to undergo several cloud cycles (Barth et al., 2003),248

we conducted a total of four cloud cycles, which resulted in a total of 25×4 = 100 cloud249

parcel simulations. We initialized the aerosol of the second, third and fourth cloud cy-250

cle using the particle population from the end of the previous cloud cycle, and the gas-251

phase mixing ratios using the values from the beginning of the first cloud cycle. To ex-252

plore the effects of coagulation, we performed the 100 cloud parcel cases without (base253

case) and with Brownian coagulation. For most of our analysis, we will focus on the dif-254

ference between the particles at the start of the cloud parcel simulations (tc = 0 min)255

and the end of the cloud parcel simulation (tc = 30 min), after cloud evaporation.256

2.4 Mixing state metrics257

The objective of this paper is to quantify the change of particle mixing state as a
result of cloud processing. The metrics used to quantify mixing state were developed by

–7–
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Riemer and West (2013). The mixing state metric χ is calculated by:

χ =
Dα − 1

Dγ − 1
(1)

where Dα is the average particle diversity and Dγ is the bulk particle diversity.258

The calculation of these diversity metrics is based on the per-particle mixing en-
tropy Hi. For an aerosol population of N particles containing A species, the mixing en-
tropy Hi and particle diversity Di of particle i are calculated as

Hi =

A∑
a=1

−pai lnpai Di = eHi (2)

where pai is the mass fraction of species a in particle i. Expanding Di to the whole pop-
ulation, Dα and Dγ are defined as

Hα =

N∑
i=1

piHi Dα = eHα , (3)

Hγ =

A∑
a=1

−paHi Dγ = eHγ (4)

where pi and pa are the mass fractions of particle i and species a in the population. For259

externally mixed populations where particles contain only one species, Dα = 1 and χ =260

0%. For internally mixed population where each particle has the same composition as261

the bulk, Dα = Dγ and χ = 100%. In the ambient atmosphere, aerosols are neither262

completely internally nor externally mixed and intermediate mixing states are common263

(Healy et al., 2014; Ye et al., 2018; Ching et al., 2019). For regions close to emission sources,264

χ is expected to be lower, while χ is larger in air masses dominated by an aged aerosol.265

The mixing state metrics χ defined in this paper used the abundance of model chem-266

ical species as the basis for calculating particle mass fractions in Equations (2)–(4), i.e.267

sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, POA, etc., excluding aerosol water. Other choices for defin-268

ing “species” are possible, for example Ching et al. (2017) used two surrogate species,269

hygroscopic and non-hygroscopic species, as the basis for χ, and Zheng et al. (2021) com-270

pared χ based on the mixing of model chemical species, of hygroscopic and non-hygroscopic271

species, and of absorbing and non-absorbing species.272

3 Simulation results273

3.1 Urban plume simulation with PartMC-MOSAIC274

This section summarizes the results from the urban plume simulation to provide275

context for the cloud parcel simulations discussed in the remainder of the paper. Fig-276

ure 2 shows selected quantities from the urban plume simulation. The total particle num-277

ber concentration Na increased initially due to the emission of primary particles, reached278

a maximum of 15,295 cm−3 at tp = 12 h, then decreased because the emissions ceased,279

and both dilution and coagulation reduced the particle number concentration. Similarly,280

BC and POA mass concentrations increased for the first 12 h due to emission, and de-281

creased thereafter due to dilution with the background, just as Figure 2b shows. The time282

series of the secondary aerosol species sulfate and SOA were determined by the inter-283

play of loss by dilution and photochemical production. The ammonium nitrate mass con-284

centration was determined by the gas concentrations of its precursors, HNO3 and NH3,285

temperature and RH. Mixing ratios of SO2, O3 and H2O2 are shown in Figure 2c for ref-286

erence because they are directly involved in the in-cloud sulfate formation as discussed287

in Section 3.2.288
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Figure 2. Temporal variation of (a) total number concentration, (b) mass concentrations of

selected aerosol species, (c) mixing ratios of selected gas-phase species and (d) aerosol mixing

state metrics.

Figure 2b only displays the bulk composition of the aerosol, while the mixing state289

information available from the particle-resolved output remains hidden. Figure 2d pro-290

vides insight into the evolution of aerosol mixing state as quantified by the mixing state291

metrics introduced in Section 2.4. At tu = 0, the particle population was completely292

internally mixed, and therefore the mixing state index χ was initially 100%.293

From Equation 1, we recall that χ is determined by the ratio of Dα and Dγ . Fig-294

ure 2d indicates that both Dα and Dγ started out low, which is consistent with the aerosol295

initially only containing a small number of species, both on a per-particle level and on296

a population level, see Table 2. Over the course of the simulation, both Dα and Dγ in-297

creased, but at different rates, which led to changes in χ that we can interpret as changes298

in mixing state. The initial decrease in χ to about 50% was caused by the emission of299

fresh combustion particles, containing BC and POA. These emissions continued for the300

first 12 h of simulation, but at the same time coagulation and secondary aerosol forma-301

tion occurred, which (at least initially) efficiently increased the average per-particle di-302

versity Dα. Overall, this led to a more internally mixed population, with χ increasing303

to 72% at 10 h. After this, dilution became relatively more important, introducing back-304

ground particles, and ammonium nitrate evaporated almost entirely towards the end of305

the simulation. These combined processes resulted in a slow decrease in χ to 64% at the306

end of simulation.307
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3.2 Aerosol composition changes during cloud processing308

As described in Section 3.1, for each hourly output from the urban plume simu-309

lation, four cloud cycles were simulated using the same temperature profile, shown in Fig-310

ure 1b. In this section, we first illustrated the compositional changes during cloud pro-311

cessing, using the aerosol population from tu = 12 h as the initial conditions for the cloud312

parcel simulation, and focus on the first cloud cycle (Ncycle = 1).313

Figure 3a shows the evolution of several key variables for this case. The cloud par-314

cel simulation started with RH=99%, and supersaturation and cloud droplet formation315

occurred after less than 1 min. During the first 10 min the liquid water content increased316

and reached a maximum of 1.23 g kg−1 at 10 min. We determined the cloud droplet num-317

ber concentration following the strategy used in Ching et al. (2012), where particles with318

wet diameter larger than 2 µm were classified as cloud droplets. As shown in the figure,319

the cloud droplet number concentration was 2011 cm−3 at the time when the maximum320

supersaturation was reached. This number concentration decreased somewhat as the rel-321

ative humidity slowly relaxed to saturation, which can be explained by the so-called “in-322

ertial effect” (Chuang et al., 1997; Nenes et al., 2001). This refers to droplets with di-323

ameter larger than 2 µm that were not truly activated, i.e. they had a critical diame-324

ter larger than 2 µm and this critical diameter was not reached during the simulation325

time. After 20 min, as the RH dropped below 100%, the cloud droplet number concen-326

tration declined faster and the cloud evaporated.327

Figure 3b and Figure 3c show the evolution of several key gas and aqueous-phase328

species. Ammonia in the gas-phase dissolved and immediately formed ammonium within329

the first minute. Aqueous-phase NH+
4 increased from 4.7 to 9.8 µg m−3. Nitrate increased330

rapidly from 9.3 to 37.4 µg m−3 at the beginning due to the uptake of HNO3. These331

processes are explained by the R1-R10 reactions in Table 1. After this, nitrate was fur-332

ther formed through reaction R15.333

The dissolved sulfur dioxide formed SO2−
3 and HSO−

3 , and could be oxidized to sul-334

fate by aqueous-phase H2O2 or O3 through R11-R15. The sulfate aqueous formation rates335

are highly pH-dependent, and the H2O2 oxidation reaction R13 is dominant for pH lower336

than 5, while the O3 pathway R12 becomes more important for pH higher than 6 (Seinfeld337

et al., 2016; Shao et al., 2019). For the cases shown here, the cloud droplets were acidic,338

and therefore the oxidation by H2O2 dominated. Sulfur dioxide in the gas-phase decreased339

from 4.98 to 1.94 ppb, and the S(VI), including SO2−
4 and HSO−

4 , increased from 5.16340

to 20.23 µg m−3 during the simulation period.341

The evolution of the number size distributions based on wet diameter is illustrated342

in Figure 3c. At tc = 0, the size distribution peaked at 0.3 µm. As discussed above,343

in less than 1 min, a subset of the particles activated to form cloud droplets and the par-344

ticle size distribution evolved from initially unimodal to bimodal, with the first peak rep-345

resenting the interstitial (not activated) particles and the second peak representing the346

cloud droplets. The interstitial aerosol remained unchanged since this simulation did not347

include coagulation. We will investigate the impact of coagulation further in Section 3.4.348

With increasing liquid water content and aqueous chemistry processes occurring,349

the cloud droplets continued to grow and the droplet mode peaked at 11 µm at 20 min.350

The simulated droplet sizes are comparable to the ones collected from cloud samples dur-351

ing the field campaign HI-SCALE (Fast et al., 2019), where the observed median cloud352

droplets size was between 13 and 20 µm. However, the observed median cloud droplet353

number concentration was approximately 80 cm−3, which was one order of magnitude354

lower than in our simulated cases, consistent with a higher aerosol loading in our cases.355

Next, we will turn to the changes in aerosol size distributions. To provide a sum-356

mary of the 25 individual cloud parcel simulations, we show here the average over all 25357

scenarios with the variability amongst cases indicated by the standard deviation (col-358
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aged distribution of all 25 plume cases in each cloud cycle. The shaded area represents the 1σ

region of the 25 cases. The grey line is the distribution at tc = 0 min, and the other lines are the

distributions at the end of each cycle. Dry particles are evaluated at environment RH = 99%.

ored band). Figure 4 shows the number and mass concentration as a function of dry di-359

ameter before entering the cloud and after each cloud cycle. After the first cloud cycle,360

a second mode appeared for the dry number distribution, transforming the unimodal num-361

ber distribution that peaked at a dry diameter of 0.1 µm to a bimodal distribution with362

a second peak at 0.3 µm. For each additional cloud cycle, the peak of the second mode363

kept moving to larger diameters and reached 0.5 µm after the fourth cloud cycle.364

In order to quantify the diameter changes, we define the mean diameter D̄ as

D̄ =

∑n
i=1NiDi

Ntotal

where i is the particle index, n is the total number of computational particles, Ntotal is365

the total number concentration, Ni and Di are the number concentration and diame-366

ter of computation particle i. The increase in diameter was largest for the first cycle, where367

D̄ increased 24% and grew from 0.1 to 0.124 µm. The fourth cycle only led to a 5% mean368

diameter increase. For the mass, as shown in Figure 4b, distributions are dominated by369

the larger particles, as expected. Similar to the trend seen in the number size distribu-370

tion, the mass increased most in the first cycle. Total dry mass of the particle popula-371

tion increased by 219% in the first cycle, while only by 38% in the last cycle.372

Figure 5 shows the size-resolved mass fractions averaged over the 25 cases for each373

cloud simulation at the beginning of the first cloud cycle (grey) and at the end of the374

fourth cloud cycle (RH=99%). As expected, no change in the size-resolved composition375

occurred for particles smaller than about 0.1 µm, as these particles remained intersti-376

tial aerosol. For the activated particles, the sulfate mass fraction increased from 9.6%377

to 38.7% in the size range of 0.14–0.25 µm, and the nitrate mass fraction increased from378

2.8% to 56.8% in the size range of 0.21–0.89 µm. Roth et al. (2016) also found that par-379

ticles were more enriched with nitrate and sulfate after cloud processing from the sam-380

ples collected in the HCCT-2010 field campaign. For the particles in size range of 0.1–381

0.2 µm, the fraction of inorganic and SOA species decreased and the fraction of POA382
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and BC species increased after cloud processing. This can be explained by the fact that383

there were two groups of particles in this size range, one group with mainly inorganic384

species and SOA, and the other group with mainly BC and POA. Particles in the first385

group were activated and grew larger due to cloud processing. Because more ammonium386

sulfate and nitrate was produced than SOA, the fraction of inorganics increased more387

than the SOA fraction. As a result, in the size range of 0.7–0.9 µm, particles transferred388

from organics-dominant to inorganics-dominant. Results showed that even in the same389

size ranges (here 0.1–0.2 µm), particles with different compositions can evolve differently.390

This is challenging to resolve for models that represent composition with one-dimensional391

distributions, assuming internally mixed particles within one size bin.392

For our current work, the cloud simulations were set up using the temperature pro-393

file shown in Fig. 1b. Specifically, we considered a cloud that was maintained for about394

30 min. In the real environment, clouds may last from minutes to days, depending on395

cloud type and the surrounding environment (Cotton et al., 2010), and they may also396

experience a range of different updraft velocities. Since the largest rate of secondary mass397

formation occured within a few minutes after the cloud formed, shortening the cloud par-398

cel time did not impact the conclusions as long as the first few minutes were captured.399

With longer cloud lifetime, secondary aerosol mass formation may continue, provided400

that the reactants are not depleted. Variations in updraft velocities/cooling rates will401

result in different maximum supersaturations, and hence differences in the subpopula-402

tions of activated particles. We did not explore these sensitivities here to keep the scope403

focused on the changes of particle populations after typical but complete cloud processes.404

The previous analyses showed the size-resolved state of the aerosol. However, even405

within a certain size range, particles can exhibit differences in composition, and we in-406

troduced this earlier as the aerosol mixing state. With our particle-resolved modeling407

approach, we are able to resolve this detail and quantify how aerosol mixing state changes408

with cloud processing. In order to visualize the change in aerosol mixing state, Figure 6409

displays the two-dimensional size distribution of sulfate mass fraction n(Ddry, wSO4
) for410

the example of two plume hours tu = 0 and tu = 12 h, before entering the cloud sim-411

ulation and after four cloud cycles. At the beginning of the urban plume simulation (tu =412

0 min), all particles had the same composition, and n(Ddry, wSO4) was 36% across the413

entire population (Figure 6a). Over the course of the urban plume simulation, n(Ddry, wSO4
)414

was controlled by condensation, coagulation and dilution processes, and it became more415

diverse as shown in Figure 6b. The aerosol primary emissions consisted of BC- and POA-416

containing particles (from gasoline, diesel and cooking emissions), which over time be-417

came coated with sulfate (as well as nitrate and SOA), resulting in particles with sul-418

fate mass fraction of about 20% or less. In Figure 6b, particles in the size range of 0.01–419

0.2 µm appeared with a sulfate mass fraction of 70%. These are background particles420

that were introduced into the simulation by dilution with their initial SOA content (model421

species API1) having evaporated. The low particle number concentrations in between422

these main particle types originate from coagulation events.423

Figure 6c and Figure 6d show the distributions after four cloud cycles. Note that424

the initial concentrations of the gas-phase species between the two plume hours differed425

as shown in Figure 2c. Using the population at tu = 0 h, all particles started with the426

same composition, and particles with diameters larger than 0.1 µm underwent cloud pro-427

cessing, resulting in sulfate mass fractions between 30 and 60%. Since we started with428

particles that were all identical and after cloud processing, the particles differ in sulfate429

mass fractions (and other secondary species), the aerosol population became more di-430

verse and more externally mixed. Using the population at tu = 12 h, we can still see431

the signature of the particles that underwent cloud processing, however, it is difficult to432

infer if the population became more internally or externally mixed. This is where cal-433

culating mixing state metrics will help, which we will investigate next.434
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Figure 5. Size-resolved mass fractions of (a) S(VI), (b) nitrate, (c) ammonium, (d) POA, (e)

BC and (f) SOA at tc = 0 min of the first cloud cycle (grey lines), and tc = 30 min after the

fourth cloud cycle (colored lines). Solid lines are the average values of all 25 cases at each cycle

and the shaded band represents the range of one standard deviation.
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Figure 6. Two-dimensional number concentration distribution n(Dp, wSO4) before cloud pro-

cessing for (a) tu = 0 h and (b) tu = 12 h, (c) population from (a) after four cloud cycles, (d)

population from (b) after four cloud cycles.

3.3 Impacts on mixing state and cloud condensation nuclei concentra-435

tion436

As shown qualitatively in Figure 6, cloud processes can change the diversity and437

the mixing state of particle populations. In this section we will quantify these changes438

for our cases more precisely using the metrics described in Section 2.4. Figure 7 shows439

the evolution of Dα, Dγ and χ after each of the four cloud cycles. After the first cloud440

cycle, the average particle species diversity Dα increased for aerosols that used plume441

hours 0 to 6 as inputs for the cloud parcel simulations. These populations started with442

relatively low average particle diversities. In contrast, Dα decreased for aerosols that used443

plume hours 7 to 24 as inputs for the cloud parcel simulations. This illustrates the fact444

that the addition of aerosol mass (mainly sulfate and nitrate) to a subset of particles in445

a population can lead to a decrease or increase in average particle diversity, depending446

on what the starting point is. When Dα was initially low, then adding secondary species447

led to more diverse particles, and Dα increased. This was the case when the aerosol con-448

sisted of different types of freshly emitted aerosol and the particles each only contained449

few species in the early stages of the urban plume simulation. When Dα was initially450

high, adding a small number of secondary species decreased the diversity, since those newly451

added species dominated. This was the case when the aerosol consisted of aged parti-452

cles where several species commonly existed within one particle. This argument applies453

to both Dα and Dγ . Note that these two cases were contrasted in Riemer and West (2013)454

as “Prototypical cases 5 and 6”. Comparing the different cloud cycles, we observed that455

each cloud cycle led to a less diverse population than the previous cloud cycle.456

If Dα and Dγ changed at the same rate, then χ would remain unchanged by cloud457

processing. However, here Dα generally decreased less than Dγ , and therefore χ increased458

for each cloud parcel simulation. The freshly emitted particles experienced the largest459
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Figure 7. Evolution of average particle diversity Dα, bulk particle diversity Dγ and bulk

mixing state χ (%) at the beginning of cloud cycle 1 and after each of the four cloud cycles. The

black dashed line indicates tu = 12 h, which is used to graph the Dα-Dγ diagram in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Average particle diversity Dα and bulk particle diversity Dγ diagram for the

aerosol at tu = 12 h at the beginning of cloud cycle 1 and after each of the four cloud cycles.

changes, especially for urban plume particle populations at tu = 2 h, with χ increasing460

from 50% to 83% after four cycles. One exception was the case using the aerosol at tu =461

0 h as input, which was 100% internally mixed. The first cloud cycle therefore led to a462

more external mixture (but subsequent cloud cycles led to more internal mixtures).463

Figure 8 graphs the progression of the diversity metrics in a Dα- Dγ diagram us-464

ing the aerosol at tu = 12 h as input as an example. After each cloud cycle, the mix-465

ing state index moved closer to the diagonal line which indicates a complete internal mix-466

ture (χ = 100%), with χ increasing from 69% to 87%. However, a complete internal467

mixture was never reached because the interstitial aerosol still contributed diversity.468

CCN properties are determined by particle size and composition. As illustrated above,469

the activated particles grew during cloud processing and attained high hygroscopicity470

because of the added ammonium sulfate and ammonium nitrate. Particles with higher471

hygroscopicity and larger sizes have smaller critical supersaturation and activate at lower472

supersaturation level. Aerosol hygroscopicity has been observed to increase by 50% be-473
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Figure 9. The change in (a) CCN spectrum and (b) CCN number concentration at ss =

0.02% after each of the four cloud cycles. Solid lines in (a) are the mean distributions of all 25

cases at each cycle and the shaded band represents the 1σ range. The black line in (a) indicates

the supersaturation level at 0.02%

cause of the increased ammonium sulfate and ammonium nitrate mass fraction after cloud474

processing (Henning et al., 2014).475

Figure 9a shows the change of CCN spectrum after each cloud cycle. As before,476

the solid lines indicate the average over the 25 urban plume cases and the shaded bands477

show the range of one standard deviation. For environmental supersaturations larger than478

0.23%, the CCN/CN ratio remained unchanged after undergoing cloud processing. For479

supersaturations lower than 0.23%, the CCN/CN ratio increased with the largest increase480

occurring after the first cloud cycle. This is expected, since the interstitial aerosol re-481

mained unchanged during all cloud cycles, and only the particles that formed cloud droplets482

in the first cycle become progressively more easily activated (i.e. activate at lower and483

lower supersaturations).484

Figure 9b illustrates the changes in CCN number concentration for the individual485

plume hours and an environmental supersaturation of 0.02%. Before cloud processing,486

the CCN number concentrations for all plume hours are less than 30 cm−3 at this su-487

persaturation level. After cloud processing, the increase of CCN number concentration488

was significant, especially after the first cycle. For example, the population at tu = 12 h489

experienced an increase of CCN concentration from 25 to 547 cm−3 after the first cy-490

cle, which corresponds to 2088%. The increase decreased with more cycles, and the in-491

crement is only 8.8% from cycle three to cycle four.492

CCN concentrations for supersaturation thresholds larger than 0.23% did not change493

as a result of aqueous-phase chemistry. This particular threshold value was determined494

by the maximum supersaturation obtained in our cloud parcel simulations, which then495

governs the subpopulation of particles that activate. This threshold value is expected496

to increase for larger cooling rates which would result in larger maximum supersatura-497

tions (assuming the same aerosol population).498

3.4 Effects of in-cloud coagulation on aerosol mixing state499

So far we presented results that did not account for coagulation events within the500

cloud. We generally include two different coagulation mechanisms in PartMC, coagu-501

lation due to gravitational differential settling using the coagulation efficiencies accord-502

ing to Hall (1980), and Brownian coagulation (Jacobson, 2005). For the time scales, size503

ranges and number concentrations of droplets and interstitial aerosol particles in our cloud504
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Figure 10. (a) Number distribution at initial condition tc = 0 (grey), at tc = 30 min with

aqueous chemistry only (blue) and at tc = 30 min with Brownian coagulation and aqueous chem-

istry (orange) (b) the change of number size distribution due to aqueous chemistry and Brownian

coagulation. The solid orange line is the average of three realizations of the cloud parcel model

simulation and the error bar is the 95% confidence interval.

parcel simulations, coagulation due to gravitational differential settling was negligible,505

and therefore we focus the discussion on the impact of Brownian coagulation, using the506

aerosol from tu = 12 h as input. This population had the largest total number concen-507

tration (see Figure 2a), and so we expected the impacts of Brownian coagulation to be508

maximized for this case. Because coagulation events were simulated stochastically and509

introduce an element of randomness into our simulations, we repeated the cloud parcel510

simulation three times and report the average and 95% confidence interval.511

Figure 10a compares the number distribution before and after the first cloud cy-512

cle including only aqueous chemistry and including aqueous chemistry and coagulation.513

For the case without Brownian coagulation, the size distribution did not change for di-514

ameters smaller than 0.1 µm. With Brownian coagulation, the number concentration of515

particles smaller than 0.1 µm decreased slightly. The changes in number size distribu-516

tions comparing tc = 0 min and 30 min are shown in Figure 10b. Brownian coagula-517

tion rates were higher for particle pairs with large diameter difference. Here, Brownian518

coagulation depleted the number concentration of particles between 0.01−0.1 µm (the519

interstitial aerosol). The effects of aqueous-phase chemistry occurred at larger sizes and520

moved the particles from 0.1− 0.3 µm to 0.3− 0.5 µm.521

Since Brownian coagulation in the cloud mainly affected interstitial particles, the522

changes to the CCN spectrum were expected to be small and should be mainly visible523

for higher supersaturation levels. As shown in Figure 11, the CCN spectrum moved left524

only for supersaturation level higher than 0.2%. For example, with Brownian coagula-525

tion, the CCN/CN ratio increased by 4.1% from 0.74 to 0.77 at ss=0.5 %. Figure 11b526

shows the change of CN (total aerosol number concentrations) and CCN concentration527

in the simulated 30 minutes. Including Brownian coagulation caused a decrease of to-528

tal aerosol concentration (by 5.9%) and of CCN concentration (by 1.7%), but the decrease529

of total aerosol concentration was larger, which led to the reported increase in CCN/CN530

ratio.531

Figure 11c shows the evolution of Dα and Dγ using output from every minute dur-532

ing the cloud parcel simulation. The trajectory of the case with Brownian coagulation533

was almost identical with the case without Brownian coagulation, indicating negligible534
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Figure 11. Changes in (a) CCN spectrum and (b) total CN and CCN concentration at ss =

0.5% with only aqueous chemistry only (blue) and with both Brownian coagulation and aqueous

chemistry (orange). The vertical line in (a) is for ss = 0.5%, and solid and dotted lines in (b)

are for total CN and CCN concentrations at that level respectively. (c) Effects of coagulation

on aerosol mixing state metrics. The points correspond to output from every minute during the

cloud parcel simulation.

effects of coagulation on mixing state. Although the differences were small, it was no-535

ticeable that including coagulation does not change Dγ , since the aerosol bulk mass con-536

centrations were not changed. However, it increased Dα, since the average particle di-537

versity increases during coagulation (archetypical Case 4 in Riemer and West (2013)).538

4 Conclusions539

In this study, we investigated the impact of in-cloud aqueous-phase chemistry on540

aerosol mixing state. Using the particle-resolved model PartMC-MOSAIC, we generated541

particle populations of different aerosol mixing states from an urban plume simulation542

representing polluted conditions. We used these as inputs for 30-min cloud parcel sim-543

ulations that included the reduced CAPRAM 2.4 aqueous-phase chemistry mechanism.544

Each cloud parcel simulation was driven by the same temperature profile, with decreas-545

ing temperature during the first 10 min, constant temperature during the second 10 min,546

and increasing temperature during the third 10 min. While the cloud parcel simulations547

were simplified in that we assumed adiabatic conditions, our results were a first step to-548

wards investigating aerosol-cloud interactions within a particle-resolved framework that549

allows for representing aerosol mixing state without simplifying assumptions.550

Coming back to the questions that we posed in the introduction, we concluded the551

following. We quantified changes in mixing state as a result of in-cloud processes using552

the diversity metrics Dα (average particle diversity) and Dγ (bulk aerosol diversity) and553

the mixing state index χ. The aqueous-phase chemistry processes had an “equalizing ef-554

fect” on the diversity metrics, meaning that Dα and Dγ increased due to aqueous-phase555

chemistry when the initial values were low and decreased when the initial values were556

high. The first condition applied for plume time hours 0–6 in our scenario, when fresh557

emissions dominated which tend to be of low diversity, consistent with observational find-558

ings (Healy et al., 2014). Adding secondary species to the activated particles increased559

the diversities. The opposite was the case when Dα and Dγ values started out high, which560

applied to plume time hours 7–24, when the plume was aged. Here, adding secondary561

species to the activated particles decreased the diversities.562
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Whether the overall population became more or less internally mixed depended on563

the relative changes in Dα and Dγ . For most populations in our study, aqueous-phase564

chemistry led to a more internally mixed aerosol. For example, for the population of plume565

hour tu = 12 h, χ increased from 69% to 77% after the first cloud cycle, and to 87%566

after the fourth cloud cycle. However, a completely internal mixture was not achieved567

under the conditions investigated here, since only a portion of the aerosol population ac-568

tivated and the remaining interstitial aerosol always contributed diversity to the pop-569

ulation. An exception was the case of plume hour tu = 0, when the initial aerosol pop-570

ulation was completely internally mixed. In this case, aqueous-phase chemistry caused571

the population to become more externally mixed.572

The size changes after cloud processing led to significant changes to aerosol micro-573

physical properties. With ammonium nitrate and ammonium sulfate added to the ac-574

tivated particles, after the cloud evaporated, the activation potential of the resuspended575

aerosol particles increased remarkably for low supersaturation threshold. For example,576

the CCN concentration for particles from tu = 12 h at supersaturation level 0.02% in-577

creased by a factor of 20 from 30 cm−3 to 547 cm−3 after the first cloud cycle. For sub-578

sequent cloud cycles, the increase was smaller and by the fourth cycle, it was only 8.8%.579

The effects of coagulation due to gravitational settling were negligible in our sim-580

ulations. This can be explained by the fact that the cloud droplets did not grow large581

enough for gravitational settling to take over as main coagulation mechanisms. Brow-582

nian coagulation occurred mainly between the interstitial particles at around 0.1 µm and583

cloud droplets at 10 µm. The number concentration reduction caused by coagulation was584

up to 5.8 % in the cases considered while the CCN concentration was reduced by less585

than 2%. This therefore resulted in an increase of the CCN/CN ratio for supersatura-586

tions higher than 0.2%. The change in aerosol mixing state caused by coagulation was587

negligible. It should be noted that our simulations did not take into account the impact588

of phoretic or turbulence effects on coagulation, which could modify the efficiency of in-589

cloud coagulation.590
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